
Neighbors Helping Neighbors

TELLICO VILLAGE  

VOLUNTEER  
FIRE DEPARTMENT

Mission: To Save Lives and PropertyApril  2021

Neighbors Helping Neighbors 2021 Campaign 
Yes, I want to join the 100% Club. Enclosed is my donation.

_______ $50      _______ $100      _______ $125       _______ $150       _______ Other   

Name______________________________________   Address________________________________________

Please make checks payable to: TVVFD, 210 Chota Rd. Loudon, TN 37774
Thank you!                            

 Neighbors Supporting Fire/Rescue Committee: Jo Davis, Jim Nelson, Cap Purvis, Rich Herbst 

Thank you for your generous moral and financial support.

The newly enacted CARES ACT allows taxpayers who take the standard deduction to deduct donations to charities of up to $300 on their 2020 Federal Tax Return.

Do Slow Drivers Pose a Danger to Other Motorists? 
 The Tellico Village Fire/Rescue Team responded to 17 auto accidents on HWY 444 in 2020 up from 5 in 2017 

According to the NY department of motor vehicles driving below the speed 
limit may be as dangerous as speeding. Many states, including Tennessee, have 
enacted “Slow Poke” laws that address driving in the left lane of multilane 
roads. But slow drivers pose a risk to other motorists no matter which lane they 
travel. Driving under the speed limit on our heavily traveled two lane Hwy 444 
is also dangerous.ade
You have likely seen many motorists zoom down Hwy 444, and you may have 
felt unsettled by their flagrant disregard for traffic laws. Fast drivers are likely 
to provoke fear. Slow drivers are more likely to induce anger and impatience. 
Impeding the flow of traffic, disrupts it and may cause other drivers to tailgate 
or try unsafe passing. 

Slow drivers often fall into three types: Elderly drivers who feel unsafe when 
traveling the speed of traffic, distracted drivers focusing on their phones or 
with other diversions and drivers unfamiliar with an area who are unsure of 
where to exit and might slow down to avoid getting lost. 
These are a few common sense and neighborly tips when driving behind a slow 
vehicle:

- Be patient. Be patient. Be patient. 
- When approaching a slow driver come up behind them with care.
- Do not tail gate or make sudden, dangerous passing maneuvers. 
- Pass only in a passing zone   

And here are a few common sense and neighborly suggestions for those who 
are uncomfortable driving within the norm of the road being travel.  

- Enter 444 only when there is adequate spacing between the vehicle in 
front and back of you.

- Merge into the flow by coming up to speed quickly. 
- Check your rear view mirror frequently. If you see a line of traffic behind 

you, coast over to the side of the road and let them pass. Most likely you 
will get a  get a friendly thank you wave that recognizes your neighborly 
gesture. 

- Then reenter the road and proceed on your merry way but again get into 
the traffic flow quickly. 

Safe driving is courteous driving.  
Help us help you.
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What your neighbors  
       are saying.

Meet Jeff Wells  
Jeff and his wife Jill moved to the Tanasi 
Neighborhood from Owing Mills MD in  
early 2019.
Jeff is is highly credentialed and trained. He 
has a Master Degree in Trauma and Critical 
Care Nursing and is retired from the US Navy 
Nursing Corps. A life long learner he is a A-EMT 
and has assumed the role of lieutenant of EMS 
Training and is a Fire Fighter in training.

His high level of achievement and certification is exemplified in a quote 
he cites from Eleanor Roosevelt: “Life is succession of lessons which 
must be lived to be understood.”

Your Fire/Rescue Team Is  
On Call 24/7 
2020 was a very busy year for the Tellico Village Volunteer Fire Rescue Team. 
To put that into perspective here is a brief history spanning the past five years. 

In 2016 the Tellico Volunteer Fire/Rescue team responded to 535 calls for help 
in 2020 they responded to 866 emergency calls. That’s a 62% increase and 
more importantly represents a lot of lives touched my our dedicated Fire/
Rescue Team  

Your Fire/Rescue team is well trained and equipped, and highly motivated 
thanks to your moral and financial support.

A Seasonal Reminder; Make a Day  
on the Water Memorable, for  
all the Right Reasons
Tis the season – boating and grandchildren have arrived. Jet skis doing  
donuts, loops and jumping wakes. maybe a beer or two, and we have a 
scenario for fun or failure.  

Here is important information that can help you avoid boating emergencies. 

Wear Life Jackets
The US Coast Guard reports that almost 76% of fatal boating accident victims 
drowned, and of those, 85% were not wearing a life jacket. Assign and fit all 
on board with a life jacket – be especially careful that life jackets for children 
are the correct size. 

Use Common Sense
Operate at a safe speed and control your wake when approaching or passing 
kayaks, paddle boarders and swimmers. A brief training session for young 
and inexperienced boaters and jet skiers about boating safety and courtesy 
would be beneficial. 

Don’t Drink and Drive
Drinking is the leading contributing factor in fatal boating accidents; it was 
listed as the leading factor in 17% of the deaths. Operators with a blood  
alcohol level of 0.10 percent (for most of us, that means just one to three beers) 
are 10 times as likely to be killed in a boating accident as a sober boater. 

Lucas-3 CPR Chest Compresser 
Now in Service  
In October 2020 Priority Ambulance donated Lucas automatic chest  
compression devices to the Tellico Village, Greenback, Loudon City and  
Lenoir City Fire Departments.

The device is set to American Heart Association guidelines for depth and speed 
of CPR compressions. In the past, one or two of our responders were asked 
to perform CPR compressions in the ambulance on the way to the hospital. 
This device eliminates human error and fatigue thereby improving the CPR 
compressions.

In addition, all four Priority Ambulance units have a Lucas-3 device. All 8 units 
are identical and are interchangeable. 

TVVFD is purchasing a second unit to place in our second emergency vehicle. 

The units cost about $16,000 each. We have applied for a United Way Grant 
for $7,500 to fund part of the second unit and your generous donations will 
provide for the balance.

Andre Germilhac    
February 8, 1932 - February 15, 2021
Andre Germilhac, age 89, passed away peacefully  
at his home in Tellico Village on February 15. 
Andre was proud to be an “American by Choice”. 
He was born in Belgium on February 8, 1932 and 
raised in France. After serving his military duty as a 
paratrooper in the French Army, he emigrated to  
the United States in 1956. 
On retirement from the automotive industry he and his wife, Myra moved to 
Tellico Village. He never tired of expounding the virtues of Tennessee and the 
wonderful lifestyle. 
As a way of giving back, Andre joined the Tellico Village Volunteer Fire  
Department. Andre, along with Howard Kastner, initiated and managed the 
Annual golf tournament which was a major source of operating funds for the 
fire department in the early years. His leadership was an inspiration. He served 
the Village for fifteen years as an EMT, First Responder, Deputy Chief and  
finally Chairman of the TVVFD board of Directors.

 
I recently had a fall at  

home. I was lucky enough to  
have the help and services of our  

Volunteer Fire Dept. I had a quick response  
from them, and was taken back by the skill, 
concern, knowledge and professionalism  

of all those involved in helping me.

    They all are a dedicated group of folks  
      who volunteer their time in serv-  
        ice to others. Needless to say,   
            I am now an ardent fan  
                and supporter.                  

                            - Larry     

Just a big thank 
you to Chuck, David  

and Dennis –Volunteers of 
the TV Fire Department. I called  
   911 this morning. They arrived  

   shortly afterand provided much     
        needed assistance to lift my  
            husband. I just want those  

       three guys to know their 
         their efforts were greatly  

appreciated!         

- Barbara 

My wife and I  
would like to thank the  

Tellico Village emergency  
unit for their quick and efficient  

care they provided last week.  
We can never say enough about 
these great service givers. They  

are the best. Thank you!                        

- Ron & Lynn  


